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We gather to worship, we go to serve our Lord.
“You will be my witnesses…to the ends of the earth!”
Parkersburg Christian Reformed Church

Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m., 6:00 p.m. ~ Church School 10:45 a.m. ~ Life Plus Wed., 6:30 p.m.

Temptations
Temptations come in many forms. Our dog has the temptation to bark whenever the package delivery driver goes by. It
doesn’t matter if the driver stops at our house or not, the frequency of stopping has conditioned Marley to pick up on the
sound of the truck that is driven. What sets Marley off is the fact that the driver sounds his horn on arrival and then rings
the doorbell after leaving the package on the steps. All this announcement and no visit is more than Marley can take. Thus
we have the temptation to bark at enemy number one, who is no enemy at all.
This propensity to bark is not just at the delivery driver though. I sometimes come home to a dog making a fuss for another
reason. The idea that I am home simply to play ball or to make a certain dog’s life better is not my life’s purpose. It does
not change the reception I get at the door, only the time of joy that the anticipation brought about. While the exercise is
good for Marley, he does need to control his excitement level and not get his way all the time. There is a time for
everything but also a time to refrain.
Of course the bark of a dog at the arrival of an intruder is what we would expect from one who is supposed to be a
watchdog. So how is a dog to understand what is good and what is bad for the family it is a part of? We can be sure that
the happy bark is always welcomed when we come home and the danger bark is appreciated when we have a stranger to
our home come knocking. So how can a dog know which is which? This is something we also must work on as we too must
decide if matters that come to us are useful or harmful in our lives.
The subtle approach that is used by sin in our lives is easily misread as we may not see harm in the initial look, but just like
Marley knowing the sound of the truck we can become wise to the sound of things that do not do us good. Practice being
aware of what is happening through past experience of what we have learned from the past is a great teacher. We learn
from our past that not all things are beneficial and that comes from trial and error. It also comes from learning from the
book God gave us so we don’t need to learn the hard way every time.
Spending time in the instruction manual for life will help us to navigate the temptations of life in such a way that we can
live a life that is pleasing to God and brings honor to the Holy One. This is the life that we are called to live in this world so
we can be ready to live in the next. Of course we don’t earn our way by our effort but by claiming Christ as our Savior. We
live to please God by living according to his will. We still have the experience that we have in life to show us the folly of
trying to find our own way so that we are more willing to follow God’s way.
This is the life we must live in a world of temptations so that we can live as the children of God, for this is who we are.
Living out our true potential is what we do when we follow what God says and teaches in the Bible.
Pastor Rus
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Reminder: If you have anything you’d like
included in the Shepherd’s Staff, please try to
th
have it to Wendy Armstrong by the 20 of the
month. The goal is to have the newsletter in
your mailboxes on the last Sunday of the
month.

